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Abstract: The diversity of therapeutic offers is a proven fact in the contemporary world. In a still traditional society that is the Ferlo, there is a therapeutic diversity that encompasses a wide range of people in a nomadic community. In a context of medical pluralism, this article was contributing to the comprehension of how the structuring of social structures and health systems and the inter-functionality of its components can influence therapeutic remedies. This was a case study. The case studied was the logic of care-seeking behaviour of deceased children in a context of therapeutic pluralism. A total of 30 peoples were interviewed. These included 20 mothers and caregivers aged 6 to 59 months, 8 traditional healers and 2 health providers from the Widou thiengholi health post. Semi-directive interview guides were used for the survey. Interviews with informants were conducted in the local language of the participants. The data obtained through each in-depth individual interview were analyzed separately through the thematic content analysis. Data analysis was performed using NVivo 11 software. In the Ferlo, in the gender relations in the management of the disease in the child, the grandmother had a predominant place in the therapeutic decision-making process. The representations of diseases allowed a binary typology of diseases into "doctors" and "healers" diseases. These representations determined the type of recourse. There were other reasons for the choice of the type of remedy. The quality of the caregiver-patient relationship was one of the main reasons that influenced the choice of the health care facility as a use of care. The poor quality of the reception and the bad behavior of the providers discourage the communities to go to the health post. Despite the fact that the communities recognize the effectiveness of the treatment provided there. This study showed that disease representations play an important role in defining care-seeking behavior. Thus the “singular representations” relating to the types of illness condition the type of recourse to care. Nevertheless, there were characteristics specific to a type of remedy which contributed to the underutilization of this type of remedy. In this study, it was the quality of the care-patient relationship that was judged to be of insufficient quality and that was a factor of the underutilization of modern health services.
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1. Introduction

Traditional medicine is the oldest form of medicine. The traditional care system before colonial times was the only care system in Africa. Even today, despite modern health care systems, traditional medicine is still the dominant health care system in Africa for millions of people in both rural and urban areas [1]. Modern health services are suffering from this situation and there is therefore under-utilization of these
services by the populations. The concept of therapeutic itinerary describes in concrete terms the construction of therapeutic choices based on the different paths that patients and their families follow [2]. The therapeutic choice is not considered only as the recourse to a set of possible resources more or less formalized (but tending however to be it) in a given cultural space which would articulate the "biomedical" or the "cosmopolitan" and the "other medicines" (hear here all the specialists). It will integrate the domestic universe as the first place of the itinerary that shapes subsequent orientations [3]. The diversity of therapeutic offers is a proven fact in the contemporary world. It refers to a cosmopolitan therapeutic space. Therapeutic space is understand as being all groups, resources, practices, knowledge, representations, and symbols available to any society to face the problem of the maintenance of life and its maintenance for an implicit or explicit purpose of well-being or health [3]. The use of a socio-anthropological approach, taking into account cultural aspects to integrate them into the clinic, has been recommended for over twenty years by Kleinman (1980) [4].

The objective of this study is to understand the rationale behind therapeutic itinerary choices in rural areas in a nomadic Fulani community. In a context of medical pluralism, this article is contributing to the comprehension of how the structuring of social structures and health systems and the inter-functionality of its components can influence therapeutic remedies.

2. Methods

2.1. Framework for the Study

The study took place at Widou Tiengholi in May 2017, in the administrative department of Linguère. Widou Thiengoli is a Human-Environment observatory, seat of the implantation of the Sahel green wall. Widou Thiengoli is composed of a predominantly Fulani population.

2.2. Type of Study

This was a case study. The case studied was the logic of care-seeking behavior of sick children in a context of therapeutic pluralism.

2.3. Populations

The informants were mothers and caregivers of children aged 6-59 months, traditional healers and health providers from the Widou Thiengholi health post.

2.4. Sampling

This was a reasoned choice sample for mothers and caregivers and claimants. For traditional healers, a network sampling strategy was used. Mothers and caregivers were found at the household level. Data collection continued until data saturation.

Mothers and caregivers aged 6-59 months

In-depth individual interviews were conducted with mothers and caregivers of children aged 6-59 months.

These were 20 randomly selected legal guardians who were caring for children aged 6 to 59 months. The sample consisted of 5 fathers with an average age of 45.6 ± 2.8 years, 10 grandmothers with an average age of 52.3 ±4.9 years, 4 mothers with an average age of 29.5 ±7.5 years and one step-mother.

For traditional healers

A total of 8 in-depth individual interviews with traditional healers were conducted. There were 5 male and 3 female healers with an average age of 67.75 years. Four of these healers practiced their profession in a nomadic position.

Health care providers

Two (2) individual interviews had been conducted with health providers in Widou: a community relay (Woman) and the pharmacy agent at the health post (Male).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actors</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>N of interviews</th>
<th>Total Interviews</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Guardians of children 6 to 59 months</td>
<td>Mother</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Father</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grand mother</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Step mother</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional healers</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health workers</td>
<td>Community Relay Providers (Women)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pharmacist health post (Male)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total n=30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.5. Data Collection Strategy

Mothers and caregivers

The selection of individuals to be interviewed took place on the day of data collection, using the nonprobability "random walk" sampling method. A geographic location was selected and interviewers followed a specific path to identify applicable homes. Every third house on this road had been screened to determine if a child aged 6 to 59 months lived there.

Traditional healers

Recruitment had been done through the network strategy. A guide living in Widou had helped to find a traditional healer who helped to find the other traditional healers. Gradually the interviewees had made it possible to establish contacts with other informants.
2.6. Data Collection

Key informant interviews were conducted in the local language of the participants. The interviews were recorded electronically. Notes had been taken by show of hands to facilitate triangulation of the transcribed data.

2.7. Analysis

Each in-depth interview was analyzed to determine: representation of the disease among children in nomadic Fulani environments the reasons for therapeutic choices therapeutic itineraries the place of the health structure within the health care system.

The data obtained through each in-depth individual interview were analyzed separately through the thematic content analysis.

Data analysis was performed using NVivo 11 software.

2.8. Validity

For the validity of accessibility construct, questionnaires and interview guides were administered in Fulani language.

Triangulating data sources (child guardians, traditional healers and health providers) were made for the scientific validity.

3. Results

The range of types of care available in the Widou locality includes traditional medicine, self-medication and modern medicine through the existence of a care system attached to the Widou health post.

3.1. Type of Disease by Population Perception

The populations interviewed distinguish two types of diseases in children. These diseases were either called "doctor's diseases", i.e. those with symptoms that must be treated by the modern health care system, or "healer's diseases", i.e. those with symptoms that must be treated by the traditional health care system.

3.1.1. Doctors’ Diseases

The "doctor's" diseases were grouped into a set of symptomatology that must be managed at the health post level. These are stomach aches, diarrhea and fever. Fever had a special place in the categorization of "physician's" illnesses. Her presence alone guided parents towards the use of health facilities.

PB 39 years, Mother of AK 14 months:...yes we consider as doctor's diseases, all the diseases that manifest themselves by fevers, stomach aches, diarrhea."

For most interviewees, winter/rainy season would be responsible for many diseases because of runoff, for others the cause would be the presence of mosquitoes.

MSS, grandmother of SS 2 years old: Stream water is a factor of malaria. This water is harmful to children because it is not healthy."

SK, AK’s grandmother, 14-month-old daughter: Mosquitoes bring this disease. If they sting you, you’ll get sick."

Illnesses were also said to be linked to poor nutrition or "bad care" given to the child by his mother. Some parents believed that stunting may be related to poor nutrition.

RS, Father of AS, 5-year-old boy:...children's stunting may be related to poor or inadequate nutrition in the child. We live on food without vitamins. And, these foods don't have vitamins..."

3.1.2. Healers’ Disease

Diseases known as "healer's diseases" had as the weight loss symptom (weight loss or overweight) in most cases. Seizures were also cited as symptoms of "healer" diseases. These diseases would have mystical causes and must be care for by healers. These diseases were complicated and even if they were treated in hospital, they would not be cured... They were caused by "social" phenomena that are beyond the understanding of modern medicine. These are mystical, hereditary or dietary causes such as sucking the milk of a pregnant woman.

GS, Mother of OS, 5-year-old daughter: "There is also the Bësgu" which can contribute to the child's lack of development. Sometimes traditional medicine is used... This disease prevents the child from growing"

MB Grandma, 45, grandson Oumar, 3 years old: “This weight does not belong to her body... The overweight I am talking about is related to epileptic seizures.....This is how in a Fulani environment, children who are overweight are explained."

Several reasons were cited as the cause of "healer" diseases. It's mostly about "rap" demons. Some of these diseases called "progeny" diseases would be hereditary.

KA 58, NF grandmother, 5-year-old daughter:...there are demons haunting the child... If the person is confronted with these kinds of diseases, the hospital does not intervene. In this respect, people refuse to go there. Sometimes it's the child himself who refuses to go to the hospital thinking he's afraid."

RS, Father of AS, 5-year-old boy:... there are hereditary diseases. And most of it is transmitted by the mother."

3.2. Typology of the Therapy Organizing Group

In most of the families surveyed, there was a consultation process when the child is ill. It is often the mother who informs the family about the disease. The leaders of the therapy organizing group are often the grandmother and father. It is the father who often pays for the child's care, so he must be approved before taking the child to hospital. The important role of the influential grandmother in the child's care process was reported by most respondents. This role is
all the more important as some interviewees point out that men are nomadic and often transhumant.

POS, grandmother, child 4 years old: “In any case, when his father is there, he is warned before the child goes to the dispensary.”

First resort care

The two types of care that were used in first-line care were post health care and self-medication.

The preference of the health post was linked to the geographical accessibility of the health post.

MN Femme, 32, mother of Fatoumata Ba, a 3-year-old girl: “First of all we think of the doctor, before taking him elsewhere...When my child is sick, I take him first to the dispensary, before going elsewhere.”

The types of self-medication used were mostly composed of drugs such as paracetamol and various types of syrups purchased in pharmacies or markets and kept at home.

MB, Grandma, 45 years old, grandson Oumar Sy, 3 years old: “...we have paracetamols for the first moments of these diseases... We bought them in the weekly markets.”

Few parents go to first-line traditional healers unless the disease is deemed to be a "healer’s" disease from the outset.

Second use of care

The choice of the second recourse is an alternative to the therapeutic failure of the first recourse to care. It was conditioned by the nature of the first recourse. As soon as the child does not get better despite the first-line treatment, they turn to another type of recourse.

Third recourse to care

The third recourse to care is often another health structure than the one they usually frequent. In this new structure, they will be able to benefit from better care. It can be the "big hospital" or another health post. The reported causes of the change in health structure are the referral by the "Widou doctor", the therapeutic failure of the treatment prescribed by the Widou doctor, the absence of the Widou doctor or the lack of medication at Widou's post.

MN, Woman, 32 years old, mother of FB, a 3 year-old girl: Yes when you know that the doctor is not there or that certain medicines do not exist there, you go directly to Dara. Here, most choose Dara's great hospital.”

3.3. Treatment in Widou

In the discourse of the inhabitants, 2 types of care are distinguished by their primacy in the choice by the inhabitants of Widou. These are self-medication and the use of modern health care services (health post).

3.3.1. Place of Self-medication in the Care System in Widou

There are two types of self-medication, one based on modern medicines (Efferalgan, paracetamol etc.) and the other based on traditional medicines (herbs and powder).

The type of drugs used in self-medication are in most cases drugs treating symptoms such as fever. These drugs are often purchased at the pharmacy, at the health station (public pharmacy) or at the weekly market. They are kept at home and given as first aid in case of illness. These are often paracetamol or other types of medications such as antibiotics and "rubbed" ointments.

SD, 23, mother of an 18-month-old boy: “They are given paracetamol but not traditional medicines. We buy them at the Widou, Boubacar or Amali Pharmacy.”

Some interviewees report traditional self-medication. It is done using plants or powders used to relieve the first symptoms of the disease.

RS, 50, father of a 5-year-old child: We have plants and natural and medicinal powders to soothe diseases before going to the clinic.”

3.3.2. Place of the Health Structure Within the Health Care System

Reasons for choosing a health facility as a health care provider

The reasons leading to the choice of the health structure as a place of care are the quality of the care-patient relationship, the positive perception of the health services offered by the health post, the existence of a deferred payment system.

Positive perception of health services

Most respondents have satisfaction points regarding the care received in health facilities. The most frequently cited reason for satisfaction is the existence of a deferred payment system. Thus most say that receiving loans when they need care is a positive point of the health structure. Other positive points noted by the interviewees were the perception of the positive impact of the care provided on their child's health on the one hand and the positive impact of vaccination on children's health on the other. For them, vaccination makes it possible to meet health personnel and has made it possible to eradicate certain diseases.

PB, 39, AK’s mother, 14-month-old daughter: “But the doctor knows me and gives me loans evidenced by a paper and I repay when I can. That's why I prefer it there.”

FB, 50, BS grandmother, 18-month-old boy: “We thank God, since the vaccinations came, the children no longer suffer from this disease”.

Most healers in Widou have a good perception of modern health care. For the most part, they recommend that parents go to the doctor's office as a first resort in the event of a "doctor's" illness.

S, Femme, 54: “Modern medicine, I think it's a very effective medicine, managed by experienced people. Patients see themselves there and go there to get treatment.”

The effectiveness of modern medicine is recognized by most healers. According to them, the diagnostic tools (TDR, X-ray, scanner, blood tests, etc.) available in modern medicine are effective. These diagnostic tools are the added value of modern medicine over traditional medicine.

Reference system

However, there are links of collaboration between Widou's traditional therapists and the health workers at the health post. This collaboration manifests itself in a reference of cases of diseases according to whether they are "doctors' diseases" or "healers' diseases". Cases are also referred from one system of care to another according to the therapeutic
failures of one or the other of these systems. AGS, male, 76 years old: For me, as a traditional therapist, if I see that it is not a traditional disease, I take him to the hospital..."

Barriers to the choice of health care facility as a use of care

Barriers to the choice of health structure as a health care use are problems in the provider patient relationship, positive perception of health services offered by the health post, geographic accessibility, availability of medications and affordability.

The quality of relationships with health personnel can lead to attendance at the facility or, on the contrary, to visits to other health facilities, according to the interviewees. The inhabitants of Widou were often confronted with different types of problems concerning the caregivers of the Widou health post. These problems concerned the quality of the care-patient relationship and the availability of health personnel.

The caregiver-patient relationship appeared to be a conflict in most cases. At the welcoming stage to the health structure, some report behavioral problems of certain health personnel making access to health care services difficult. Tense relations between carers and carers were reported by the interviewees. These relationships influence attendance at the health post.

RS, grandmother; child 5 years old: "... there are many doctors in Widou but the problem is that they are not nice and it is very difficult but there are men and women and they are very difficult because we come, we are very sick and they are inside lying down and he does not even look at us. And if they get up again, they're angry at us and they give us a prescription that we can't even buy."

Interviewees complained in most cases about the availability of human resources. This could be due to an absence of staff or a lack of competence of health personnel. Caregivers were often absent from their workstations. For example, they could travel and not found the caregivers at the health station or found them tardily.

This availability was reflected in the therapeutic follow-up. Sometimes, according to the interviewees, there may be a follow-up problem leading to a late diagnosis or a tossing and turning between hospitals. Thus, some interviewees considered that the other hospitals were more competent than those in Widou. They speak of large "hospitals" where diagnosis in a higher technical plateau is better. In these large hospitals, caregivers communicate by explaining their illness.

MSD, the school principal, 45, His daughter FD, 4. "...here the treatment is superficial, the real treatment is in the big hospitals."

ABG, 45 years old father child age 2 and a half: Because, even if we bring a person who is in a critical situation, we can stay for a very long time without seeing the health personnel. You can also come very early in the morning to Widou health post and stay until 11am without seeing the health staff. Really, it's our health post, but access is difficult."

Drug ruptures, especially in children's medications (syrup), were reported by interviewees.

AS, Ngolko 42 years old grandmother age child 2 years old: At the level of the health district of Widou, there is all the time of rupture of drugs."

Financial Accessibility

Problems concerning the high cost of care were highlighted by most interviewees. It manifests itself especially during the purchase of prescribed drugs. These are considered expensive for local residents. Often they sell their cattle to face the expenses of care.

MD, Father of AS, 4-year-old boy: “Most clinics prescribe us expensive drugs. The price of a goat or a sheep cannot buy them. You have to sell a cow to cover these drugs.”

For most of the inhabitants, there are no financial coverage mechanisms for children. For example, most say they do not receive financial assistance for childcare.

GS, Mother of OS, 3-year-old daughter: “Here even the students pay. Even the newborn when you buy him a syrup, he pays... The ticket is 100fr: which is why we're asking for help because the prescription is more expensive than rice to eat.”

KA, 58, grandmother, 5-year-old daughter: “Sometimes if the prescription costs 500 CFA francs, they have to increase it to 1000 francs to be able to pay the workers. Even tickets are like that.”

Geographical accessibility problems have been reported. These problems lead to the use of means of transport such as carts.

FB, 50 years grandmother boy 18 months: “the dispensary is too far. It's 13 kilometers. Sometimes to bring a patient, you have to wake up early in the morning but with the transport problem, you are late. That's why we're boarding around noon...In these circumstances one tries to rent a car at 30000fr in the Wolof or Peul neighbourhood to go to Richard Toll or Dagana in order to undergo care under the endorsement of the existing nursing staff.”

3.3.3. Place of Traditional Medicine Within the Health Care System

Reason for choosing traditional medicine

According to most traditional therapists, traditional medicine is a traditional heritage that must be respected. It is part of the Fulani culture and is a guarantee of roots to the culture. According to them, the villagers worthy of the name respect traditional medicine. It is effective and has many benefits, especially for children's health.

The reasons for choosing traditional medicine are linked to the type of diseases on the one hand and the therapeutic failure of modern care on the other.

POS, 48 years old grandmother child 4 years old: “We will go and see them when the doctors are incompetent in the face of the disease”. According to the interviewees, there are traditional child therapists. The latter treat diseases whose causes and treatments call upon ancestral knowledge inherited from the elders.

POS, 48 years old grandmother child 4 years old: “We choose a healer because he receives sick children. In addition, there are two healers who specialize in sick
children; they are called mothers of children.”

PB, 39 years old, Mother of AK, 14 months old daughter: “These are very complicated pathologies to treat, they don't like medical treatment. Children suffer from these pathologies, we do not take them to doctors”.

There are different types of traditional medicines in Widou. These range from incantations, talisman to powders and plants. In Widou, plants and powders are the most used in traditional treatments these plants are used some with Koranic verses or with amulets such as cords.

AS, Ngolko 42 years old grandmother age child 2 years old: These are medicines based on roots transformed into well sifted powder that we give to drink to the child before taking him to see a doctor. We use a small spoon that we give to drink to the child and we take a little to make the maceration... It is the elders who prepare them, our grandparents. You know in this village, there have been people since their ancestors, they are responsible for providing care. If we have a sick child, we go to see them.”

We note that there are traditional means of prevention proposed by traditional medicine. These are mostly grey and talisman. Used for various prevention functions, they are widely used in the prevention of teething pain in young children.

The positive perception of traditional care is based on the ease of payment for care and the results of treatment in this case healing.

Some healers do not ask for anything for their payment. Others ask for small sums or modest gifts as payment.

POS, 48 years old grandmother child 4 years old: With healers, it's a negotiation. They don't impose anything; they offer prices and we discuss them. There are fewer difficulties with healers and they are not rare enough.”

4. Discussion

Care-seeking behavior calls on individual determinants such as cultural values, psycho-social determinants and also the nature of the therapeutic offer available. The therapeutic space is the set of groups, resources, practices, knowledge, representations, and symbols that any society has at its disposal to face the problem of the sustenance of life and its maintenance with an implicit or explicit aim of well-being or health [5]. In Widou Thiengholi, there is a range of therapeutic remedies that include modern and traditional self-medication, traditional medicine with its diversity of practice, modern medicine through the existence of the health post.

4.1. Therapy Organizing Group

Therapeutic redress decision-making mechanisms are collective and involve a "group of decision-makers" who will assess the need for the remedy and the nature of the remedy and/or fund the remedy. This "group of decision-makers" varies in size and composition depending on the social context, family structure, illness, the amount to be mobilized, the place of the patient in the family, and the financial autonomy of the patient or the child's mother [6]. In Widou, this organizing group is heterogeneous and is essentially composed of mother, father and grandparents.

4.2. Gender Role in Therapeutic Decision-Making

In most of the families surveyed, it is realized that there is a consultation process when the child is ill. It is often the mother who informs the family about the disease. The leaders of the therapy organizing group are in most cases the grandmother and father. Respondents report that it is often the father who pays for the child's care, so it requires his approval before taking the child to hospital. The important role of the grandmother as an influencer in the child's care process was reported by most respondents. This role is all the more important as some interviewees point out that men are nomadic and often transhumant.

PS AS grandmother, 14-month-old daughter. “When a child is sick, it is his mother who comes to inform us. You go see the child then, if we are critical, we take him to the hospital. If his father is there, he pays for it, if not, I pay for it.”

In Senegal, the reduction in the role of mothers in favor of grandmothers had been emphasized in the use of therapeutic decisions in young children [7]. Indeed, in this study, it was proven that the grandmother was often the leader of the therapy organizing group when the child was sick and that the latter were often at the origin of the delay in using the health structure. In Nigeria, studies had shown that in West African patriarchal systems the decision-makers of the groups organizing therapies were often men and old women [8].

4.3. The Therapeutic Itinerary Followed in Case of Illness in Children in Widou

The concept of therapeutic itinerary describes in concrete terms the construction of therapeutic choices based on the different paths that patients and their families follow [2]. The therapeutic choice is not considered only as the recourse to a set of possible resources more or less formalized (but tending however to be it) in a given cultural space which would articulate the "biomedical" or the "cosmopolitan" and the "other medicines" (hear here all the specialists). Therapeutic choice is determined by cognitive models that have long been studied [9]. According to those authors, the first therapeutic remedy is explained by belief schemes subject to the need expressed and the benefits and risks associated with the treatment [9]. In this study, the first therapeutic choice is often self-medication. There are two types of self-medications, one based on modern medicines (Efferalgan®, paracetamol®, etc.) and another based on traditional medicines (herbs and powder). Some interviewees report traditional self-medication. It is done using plants or powders used to relieve the first symptoms of the disease. RS, 50, father of a 5-year-old child: We have plants and natural and medicinal powders to soothe diseases before going to the clinic". Other studies had shown that self-medication was often the first and most obvious intention in cases of illness
According to some respondents, the choice of health structure is determined by the relations maintained with health personnel. According to them, the quality of relations with health personnel can lead to attendance at the structure or, on the contrary, to travel to other health structures. Other interviewees also noted that the reason for choosing one health position over another is determined by its accessibility.

The reasons for choosing traditional medicine are linked to the type of diseases on the one hand and the therapeutic failure of modern care on the other, but there are reasons for the choice of modern medicine in relation to its financial accessibility.

Weiss MG et al (1986) founded in their study, the existence of numerous recourse to traditional care before consulting modern care recourse. This study had shown also, a supremacy of traditional care recourse over modern care recourse in India [11]. This is not the case in this study, where there is a preference for modern care over traditional care. The results of this studies are similar to those of Joly P and al (2005) in Guadeloupe [12].

4.4. Representation of Diseases: A Typology of Representations that Determines the Types of Care Sought for the Management of the Disease

A medical, social and economic phenomenon, the notion of disease covers multiple dimensions. To account for this, Fabrega (1977) distinguishes the notions of "Illness", "Disease" and "Sickness", respectively understood as the subjective experience of something abnormal, the expression of a state of objective biophysical alteration and the socio-cultural dimension of the disease [13]. This refers to the "Disease" of the disease in its biological sense, to the "illness", to the disease or the subjectively lived state of pathological disturbance, i.e. the perceptions and experiences lived by the individual with regard to health problems, and to the "Sickness", to the socialized, socially perceived and thought-out disease: social representation and symbolic burden by the social group as a whole [14].

The social function of the representations of the disease and in particular of its interpretation shows that the intellectual management of the event-disease has not only a social control function but, more widely, a social reproduction function [15].

The typology of diseases depends on the socio-cultural representation system of diseases.

In Widou, there are 2 types of diseases, "healers' diseases" and "doctors' diseases". The dichotomy found between the types of disease has been found in the literature where, "singular representations" are constructed from a fairly wide range of common representations on which everyone agrees [16].

This is the case in Widou, where "singular representations" involve the types of care sought for the management of the disease. Thus the diseases of "doctors" called for recourse to modern care structures and the diseases of "healers" called for recourse to traditional medicine. Thus the body of knowledge encompassing the disease at Widou is one of the reasons that has influenced care-seeking behavior. Each community (ethnic group, clan, village) has a body of knowledge about health that is constantly enriched or challenged by experience and will lead to behaviours that seek to optimize the survival and well-being of community members, according to its own rationalizations [17]. Similarly, each society has one or more nosologically and etiological systems that will enable it to generate therapeutic strategies according to the origin of the disease and the actors involved. Everywhere in West Africa, there is a dichotomy between "natural" diseases and diseases "caused" by witchcraft, geniuses, etc. In this study this dichotomy is found between the diseases called "Doctors" and those called "Healers". This classification of diseases into one or the other category varies according to societies and individual characteristics, such as education. It continues to guide therapeutic remedies. Diseases classified as natural or "Doctor" can be treated at the dispensary. In Widou they are diseases such as fever, they are treated at the post. But the diseases "caused", in Widou they are diseases of "Healers" are complicated according to traditional practitioners caused by mystical-religious entities and are above all magical treatments sometimes associated with medicinal plants. To classify the different models of explanation and treatment of the disease, Kleinman distinguishes three non-dissociated areas of therapeutic management: the popular, the traditional and the professional [18].

The forms of treatment are varied and depend on the nature of the disease, the therapist's specialty and the resources of the environment: the management of malaria can rely on incantations with magic words, amulets bearing magic inscriptions, massages, potions or enemas developed from the resources of the pharmacopoeia. The therapeutic secrets are always kept secret: insofar as it is commonly accepted that "each tree has its geniuses, its remedies and its spells", the precise knowledge of the virtues of the pharmacopoeia, its methods of harvest, preparation and administration remains secretly guarded [19]. There are different types of traditional medicines in Widou. These range from incantations, grey-grey to powders and plants. In Widou, plants and powders are the most used in traditional treatments these plants are used some with Koranic verses or with amulets such as cords. The nature of therapeutic practice also varies according to sociological factors: "the greater the political-religious power, and the more the activity of healer passes through speech (blessings) and transcendence (incantations); the weaker it is, on the contrary, and the more the action of healing relies on object (amulets) and substance" [20].

4.5. The Quality of the Care-Patient Relationship, a Barrier to the Use of the Health Structure

In Widou, one of the main problems relating to the accessibility of health services is the quality of the care-patient relationship. Indeed, it was recorded in Widou, that there were problems related to the behavior of providers...
considered unpleasant and responsible for poor quality reception. According to them; the unpleasant behaviors noted are out of step with the Fulani culture which advocates a certain affability. According to Formarier R (2007), we can understand and explain the gap that exists between the relational expectations of patients and families who have representations that are their own, stemming from their culture, their vision of health, their experience of illness and which make the care relationship a singular, unique relationship and the relational practices of caregivers who rely on collective representations, more or less pre-coded and which, in many cases, do not go beyond the interaction stage [21].

Generally speaking, the care-patient relationship influences the users' perception of the health structure. Conflicts with health personnel, had to be enumerated by some of the interviewees who claimed that these conflicting relationships were at the origin of the choice of other health structures as places of care for their children. These relations seem difficult in sub-Saharan African countries. A study concerning 5 sub-Saharan African countries highlights these difficult relations between carers and carers [22]. The patient's knowledge of the health workforce is often a determinant of how he or she is treated in the health care setting. Often, the patient is the victim of the anonymization of his condition [23]. Inadequate communication between patients and their caregivers causes problems in the use of health services [24]. In Africa, the "relational" dysfunctions in health services have unfortunately been attested by numerous observations. At the heart of the therapeutic act, some works stress that essential medical acts have not been performed as they should have been. Although known, at least theoretically, the prescribed standards and ideal behaviors are not implemented [25]. The relationship with the patient depends on many factors (personality of the caregiver and the patient, life course, pathology of the patient, context of care...) that each is unique [26]. Professional distance can be defined as "the moral and psychological limit to the expression of personal values within the framework of professional activity" [27]. According to Prayez P (2009), there is a right distance, which he defines as "the capacity to be in contact with others « the difference of places"[28]. In addition, for participants hampered by the use of an audio recorder, the device could be turned off and replaced by written notes.

Qualitative data analysis also identified other barriers to health service utilization. These are (i) drug discontinuation, especially for children's syrups, (ii) the high cost of health services for the purchase of medicines as a priority and (iii) geographical accessibility problems. Geographical accessibility problems were responsible for an increase in child health care costs through an increase in transport costs.

5. Conclusion

This study showed that disease representations play an important role in defining care-seeking behavior. Thus the 'singular representations' relating to the types of illness condition the type of recourse to care. The fact remains that there are characteristics specific to a type of remedy that may contribute to the underutilization of this type of remedy. In this specific case, it is the quality of the care-patient relationship that is judged to be of insufficient quality, which is a burden on the use of modern health services.
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